As the last batch of this work had come out, there was an obvious guess: The follow-up piece would bear the name of the fourth dimension. This echoed first but not only from serious practitioners, but very soon as well from charlatans entangled in stay-behind tactics. Where it came in package with allusions to unpublished communications of this writer it was a total disqualification criterion for its carriers.

Until we have changed it, we live in a totalitarian world run by crazies obsessed to distort any single element of truth for carrying on the big lie that their power was anything else than a criminal abuse of human sovereignty. We see it when we look at their results: The dice have been tampered with, the declared winning count is appearing significantly more often than it would be the average. It is being speculated upon potential lack of awareness.

For those who can read the x-rays it is already proven: The martyrs and heroes are dancing the farthest circle around the golden calf of the destructive forces of neoliberalist speculation yearning to close in. But every x-ray costs a bit of life expectancy, so we choose to abstain from that technology wherever we can. Our intent is to notice the shifting of gravity without reaching inside.

Our enemies like to penetrate their targets like depleted uranium, or so-called spent uranium, as it is being labelled in some regions to distract from the fact that it is not spent in terms of toxicity, but only depleted in terms of reactor usability. The renaming illustrates that it is a part of the problem not of a solution. Yet the dice we throw are being made of boomerangs pieced together into a monolithic entity.

It is one thing to play a game, yet another to invent it. The number of ways to build or pack a tent is limited, yet the number of ways to construct and deconstruct what is outside thereof is unlimited. The tent is complete in principle, the world is not. What is complete is limited in options, what is not is not. What this means will be crystal clear at the end of this batch.

The L Cube, an under its umbrella the play-board dice, is a fine example for the fourth dimension in space, but it also produces varying results over the time – either as a model practice for the understanding of shielding technology or as a gravitation-fed random seed generator. In the context of this manual it is an illustration of the making and unmaking of forgery.

For these who have to confront morons getting into their ways, the usual experience is that they find other morons turning up in their back suggesting them to confront these morons as figureheads of their armada. Likewise to their left and right hand sides, but since they are not morons themselves they understand that fighting morons with morons bears no chance of success. Hence they are looking for something to break the siege.

The fourth column of the knowledge offensive against abusive morons is hereby open for climbing – enjoy the view from the top! ■
Ten Postings

Number: One
Title: PKK Destroys Thousands of German-made Grenades
Date: Friday Dec 18th, 2015
Name: Otto V. John

Content: Kurdish rebel fighters in Northern Iraq have blasted a stockpile of a low four digit number of German rocket-propelled grenades on Thursday, Kurdish exile sources in Paris reported. The weapons were collected from positions conquered from so-called Peshmerga fighters, a sort of Caucasian rocker gang turned paramilitary wing of a foreign-think-tank-driven patchwork government that ended up in a spin-overblown role in the Syrian juggernaut, and subsequently pulled out of circulation by the PKK’s counter-intelligence branch, the French reports said. Operatives wearing Merkel impersonation masks put explosives on the stack of weaponry and destroyed it in front of a tribune of UN observers.

European analysts of the Kurdish community said, on the background of increased unscrupulousness on the Turkish side, the group intends to provide a positive counter-image to contrast other material destruction that had taken place in the region as part of the war.

But a spokesperson of Berlin’s war department, which had dumped the entire military hardware of the East German republic into the Turkish-Kurdish war before it underwent a face-lifting as an all-volunteer patriot trough, alleged the measure had been a signal to Germany.

The spokeswoman complained on state television that the PKK had cancelled invitations to German nationals among the diplomatic body’s observer contingent, which were arranged via indirect contacts running through the Barzani administration.

Paris sources said however, the Kurdish invitation never went to include any UN member states that attempted to put a terrorism label on the insurgent group known through the diplomatic crisis around the illegal rendition of its jailed leader at the time.

“Someone naming an item that ought to be in the lowest possible circulation, such as a weapon, after an endangered species, whose population ought to be carefully increased, cannot be right in his mind or have any brain left. Now you have seen public relations underline that.”

“But even if we chose to turn a blind eye on alphabetism for the cause of a judicial benefit of the doubt, they ought to be historically aware that their partners committed similar penetrations in Japan against the Tenno’s racket of authority-run death-hardened idealists only two or three generations ago.”

“.. if you can smuggle in grenades, then you also can smuggle in Edward Snowden, the guy who was given a grenade by another kid and handed it over to a Reverend in real time. This would flush Barzani’s nepotist stables and boot out the Nazis there. Besides that, he is a magnet for depleted uranium.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In response to the Taiwanese jump-start into the Pacific arms race, the Beijing politburo is weighing to slap a major package of correctional trade sanctions upon United States industrial players, sources in Singapore associated with the Communist Party’s leadership school suggested today. It was said that the party’s closely guarded internal debate had concluded China would pursue the opening stage of its carbon emission reductions under the NGO-herded climate diplomacy initiative by means of triangulation-steered de-escalation based on dialectic-materialist estimation of military carbon footprint evasion, to soften up the currency trade for industrial emission reductions.

Despite a ring of specialist jargon, the new doctrine works actually rather simple: Beijing is rallying non-aligned allies under its interpretation of climate diplomacy to slap punitive tariffs upon rare earth minerals mined from Asia and Africa which consumer electronics manufacturers would pass on to network users, and recycle an appropriate share of the payments for the production of content reflecting eye-welding daylight upon the military-industrial complex whose civilian commensals these corporations are.

With the package coming into effect, customers in Western economies will have to pay increased prices for the production of their devices, but for that they are going to receive neutralisation programs against Western propaganda without additional cost, the plan laid out. The sources also suggested that the program could be used to clear abusive commercial advertising from cellphones by buying up capacities that otherwise would be filled with home-grown spam.

Traders in Singapore speculate that the move is closely related to the Federal Reserve’s currency policy, which went from using the interest rate as a means for the regulation of speculation to making it an object thereof. One senior market analyst said, on the background of an emerging awareness that the currency spill policy was increasingly being rated as an indicator of financial crisis, Federal Reserve apparently came to conclude, however fuzzy designed a climbing interest rate might be interpreted as a closing signal of it at least by some.

“In financial policy, there often are various possible explanations for a decision, not all of which are of the same value. Since the passing of peak oil, and the ensuing choice of current oil monopolists to ignore long-term scarcity and flood the markets as if there was no future anyway, interest rates have been low to compensate the effects thereof. All the experts have been eager to see which bureaucracy would run out of confidence first, the Arab or the American one. Some have been speculating the Americans might succeed to span their currency bridge across the entire window of spilling.”

“Yet the American breath did not hold from peak oil to peak spill,” the market insider said. “What is being seen now, the massive and hectic arms sales meant to compensate for the economic effects of the cosmetic changes intended to sedate a public audience partly awakened by the political reverberations of the Arab independence struggle, in fact is an indication that the construct is crumbling before taking hold on the other side.” He added that a low interest rate is a man-made financial bubble for the purpose to
shield an economy against external commodity turbulences at the price of putting it at risk as a whole.

“What is stunning, if not interesting, is why the Americans in their public relations efforts would try to sell the battle they lost against the Saudis as a Pyrrhic victory which avoids mentioning the latter. First, the dollar’s biggest commensal, the euro, due to a speculation to become a reserve substitute is on an anti-cyclic track, offering itself as the spare part of a spill canyon bridge glued together out of rivaling currencies. This rivalry does not allow them to be honest over their losses. Besides that, no glue is being delivered. The Western intelligence sharing is repelling dissidents even stronger than the Chinese one.”

“Second, the Arab independence movement has tightened its pressure on both the oil monopolists and the military-industrial complex, and every day there is another rhetorical sabre rattling or drumming up of death squads. The Chinese leadership is not telling the Chinese people that the heroes and martyrs are frog-marching Kerry and Obama through the global refugee camp which is the Western intranet. The Wong family only gets to see a part of the picture and takes the rest for dark matter. The half-life of Western political-military decisions has significantly decreased, and that tendency is increasing.”

“Third, the Arab-American relationship has always been shaped by a norm of duplicity, that is its historical origin. In their colonial haughtiness, the Americans speculate that the Saudi leadership might not grasp the meaning of the announcement, and would misunderstand it as the faulty reverse conclusion Western propaganda is suggesting, namely that the financial crisis was over despite the oil spill is going on. But we are well aware that the currency is at the leash of the commodity and not vice versa. Hence the Western leadership needs both propaganda deceptions and the accumulation surge from an arms race to compensate itself for the effects thereof.”

“Dollar, pound and euro have become so fragile that their proponents cannot even hammer out a propaganda script on the issue without leaving a pile of useless remainder at China’s doorsteps. That no one there wants this is self-evident, but the blowback thereof is very likely to be of a completely different nature than the American interest rate decision – Beijing is beginning to see through the haze that it has a healthy self-interest in an anti-interventionist-herded regime change in Washington. The rare earth mineral tariffs are a first step, and a signal that the Third World is not set to repeat the American mistake, but decided on the scale of global times to contribute to a climate-friendly incentive landscape.”

Number: Three
Title: Syria Declares No Fly Zone
Date: Monday Dec 28th, 2015
Name: Spratley Van Tours

Content: The Syrian government stated today it has completed a four weeks evaluation in concert with Russia over the long term implications of bilateral military cooperation with a positive result. The Defence Ministry announced that the supply of self-guiding anti-aircraft rockets of the “Grinch 420” type had been okayed by experts from both sides on the ground of a common conclusion that with them being used for their designated purpose it was sufficiently unlikely to find stockpiles thereof fall into enemy hands.
At a common ceremony in Damascus, the Russian military representative announced that an undisclosed number of “Grinch 420” units capable of taking down both bomber and spy planes from all altitudes anywhere over Syrian territory including rebel areas have been dispatched across the country to become permanently operational with the new year. At the same time, President Assad’s office released a statement that Syria will be formally closing its airspace to all foreign militaries acting outside of its cooperation guidelines in a few days.

The “Grinch 420” is a so-called intelligent weapon especially developed to secure airspace bigger than its own range of ground operation. With its functionality distributed over a modular architecture of monitoring, coordination and firing trailers, it can take down enemy aircraft even above territory inaccessible to its ground operators. Unlike conventional systems such as Patriot or Irondome, which basically try to throw an arrow directly at the target, the Grinch interceptor pack ascends to a high altitude, looks around from there, and then according to its commands cracks down on any bombing or spying plane tagged within a cone of operation whose size is designed to exceed fuelling ranges.

With that technique, the 420’s, which analysts describe as the Kremlin’s crown jewels, can neutralise a pack of enemy aircraft even after they left its range of ground operation. For this purpose, the system was developed with a software interface capable to take in any air traffic radar feed buzzing around in the area as if it was its own. Operators then can chose precisely where they want the debris to come down with an accuracy of a few hundred meters, allowing them to send unique signals of resolve to enemy commanders. Weapons experts suggest the “Grinch 420” was developed as an ambitious response to “missile shield” provocations, ensuring mutually assured obstruction.

Assad’s office said it had delivered Letters of Noninterference to all United Nations member states involving themselves into efforts revolving around Syria as to allow them to retreat their fleets before the no fly zone is enacted. “With this measure, we give the diplomatic term No Fly Zone back its legal meaning: An area, where the defenders impose an aerial curfew upon the intruders and not the other way round,” the statement said. The Damascus Human Rights Observatory commented the Grinch 420’s were the public face of the Kremlin’s fresh policy to persuade Assad to abandon the technically much less sophisticated barrel bombs.

Number: Four
Title: Trump Fires Campaign Adviser Over Hair Remark
Date: Thursday Feb 4th, 2016
Name: Sabrina Arendt

Content: Republican Presidential hopeful Donald J. Trump has fired the leader of a business attorney firm advising him on election campaign architecture, the office of the controversial billionaire announced. The statement said Romea Hugo, 44, the military widow who had started an outsider career after the childless abortion of her marriage with a fallen parachutist, was retroactively disengaged due to a breach of confidence handling business plans. The statement cited Trump with the sound-bite “If the military handled subcontractors as lax as she did, there would be an army of Romea Hugos.” Unchecked
sources alleged he was reacting to recent moves by his two competitors, but the Trump Office earlier had uncovered that the Corinthians never really went through the Red Sea.

According to the spokesperson, the professional campaigner hired by Trump had left an adhesive note with the wording "Warning – customer actually needs a hair barber not an attorney" in the maintenance section of an election campaign plan she was entrusted with before handing it to subcontractors. When one of these contractors contacted the Trump Office asking to elaborate on the remark, the billionaire allegedly ordered the original piece of paper to be delivered to his desk and signed his disengagement order to Hugo on the back of it.

But election insiders said the real reason for the disengagement was a spat on campaign strategy, and Hugo’s little yellow gaffe only the last straw on the horseback of a strained customer relationship. One insider elaborated, before giving Hugo a chance due to her deceased spouse’s credentials among some of his voters, Trump had actually been running two campaigns – one centred on himself as a Presidential candidate and firmly tied to his other business activities, and another one focussed on a yet to be nominated Vice Presidential candidate who only once put into place would be granted equal weight in policy decisions.

Trump was said to have fired Hugo over her attempt to merge the two parallel tracks of his campaign into one dead end, the source explained. Romea Hugo had argued in board meetings that such a merger would make the campaign implementation much easier as it allowed outsourcing of redundant tasks and increased spontaneous attraction for undecided voters. But the controversial candidate attached a lower significance to these features than to his own ambiguous handling of unresolved speculations over his eventual choice of a running mate.

After Trump at a fundraiser hinted that he might pick another anti-establishment billionaire who lives overseas just to poke a finger into the current rule banning the Presidency for first generation immigrants, Hugo apparently took action in favour of the controversial ban. Her spouse, before hitting the ground in an incident of which it never became fully clear whether it was an accident or a suicide, had campaigned for keeping up the exclusion with posters featuring Californian actor-turned-politician A. Schwartzecker, who is such an immigrant, with the slogan “Would you like to sell out the ballot to the box office?” Her new boss then came to see her “customer need” note as part of an attempt to undermine his two-tracked campaign strategy.

Trump was said to have said in an internal meeting on the issue, he might even take as a running mate an advocate of opening up the Presidency to first generation immigrants who is not personally concerned by the ban, or continue his strategy entirely without touching on the issue if that rule is removed before the election, but regarded any attempt of meddling with his weighing of options as a knock-out criterion. The sources said Trump had bragged in the meeting, if Hugo regarded him as a replacement for her dead uniform guy then he would take the opportunity to command her to change her mind even without an uniform.

The sources added that instant surveys had found that voters lured by Hugo’s hybrid campaign approach would as easily be lured away as they arrived, and some of them were only attracted out of nostalgia for the former Mr. Hugo’s high profile folklore of posing with rank and file troops as a bread and salt
soldier. Trump was said to have described this as a poorly designed mimicry highly susceptible to treason. They further said Trump behaved indifferent with regard to the Hugos´ disputed religious affiliation, taking no occupation with nonsensical statements on astronomy contained in esoteric temple scripture.

“I want my future Vice President, whoever it may be, to know that you are not going to have rogue staff point a gun at you as to convince you they would not pull the trigger.” Sticking his finger into the faces of the audience, Trump went on to reinforce his two-tracks-one-trail strategy with a fresh order to campaign organisers putting a double test on all staffers including those already hired: “We are handing everyone a challenge of both technical and ethical nature. If you only solve the ethical but not the technical challenge, then you are a good but stupid person, or vice versa. If you solve neither then you are not interested, and if you solve both then we might possibly hire you.”

Behind closed doors, Trump described Romea Hugo as disloyal, spin-driven and dumb and her approach as a step into a wrong direction. Allegedly Trump also said: “Not only is Romea Hugo bent to betray voters, but it is not even her own campaign,” the source went on. It was not verifiable whether its allegations how the billionaire compared her behaviour to that of a person leaning out of the open door of an urban subway train without activating the light sensors was authentic. In the eyes of many involved, even before being elected, Trump is being regarded as more controversial than Nixon.

Romea Hugo had earlier attracted the wrath of left wing anti-war activists when she gatecrashed anti-militarist campaigns against giving war toys to children with a concerted effort to replace campaign albums showing collected self-photographs of children disposing war toys they received as gifts with her proposal to hand in such toys in exchange for an exclusive cellphone application and then collectively donate them for charitable purposes. The software was subsequently rated as a cyber weapon aimed at recruiting children for the military by independent experts, as taxation authorities unearthed a treaty between her family business and a missile defence contractor.

Number: Five
Title: Gewindeberg Blows The Whistle On Ukraine Diplomacy
Date: Wednesday Feb 10th, 2016
Name: Aeneas Rainer

Content: When Iran recently cancelled a reactor manufacturing contract with Russia over a sexualised assault by a senior engineer dispatched to the country, it resonated heavily within the mortgage-burdened industry´s rumour mill. As the employee was escorted into an air plane from the republic, it was speculated that funds collected for the purchase of a reactor fleet were to be diverted to the flight sector. But that was largely a distraction, says the South African university teacher, since the senior engineer who fingered the burqa of a senior health worker had been in the business for decades and already participated in the construction of the failed Chernobyl reactors. Gewindeberg now says in short, since replacing the Triple Alliance with the Security Council lead to a breakthrough in Tehran, it is well advised to try the same in Ukraine, but even better not to rely upon it because it remains helpless on Three Mile Island.
“Abandon United Nations like your economy abandoned the gold standard” recommends Gewindeberg. “It did not mean that the gold would have been abandoned. Quite the contrary, it was done to stop the oil flood from washing away the gold reserves. From thereon the central banks made their own mistakes instead of these of the gold miners. It meant that gold was upgraded from a standard bearer to a standard item. So is United Nations. They make a lot of mistakes concerning expectations raised. The point is that the European diplomacy on Ukraine is like a lead standard, you cannot upgrade but only replace it. And common sense does not speculate on the future invention of a reactor achieving the task for a ridiculous price.”

"From its first generation, when United Nations was a dumping ground for surplus bureaucrats that would not be satisfied with state television jobs, there is a note in the janitor’s log concerning the handling of the building. It says when there was uncertainty whether the Secretary General was taking a nap or in need of a defibrillator, the present janitor decided, instead of banging the office door, to talk to himself in front of the door, weighing the decision to open it after having respectfuully knocked it without response. Today it is such a dump with a little idealism grown over from a multiplied generation. We need to treat it in a way that preserves the surface without the legacy.”

Asked for an example, he said: “If I was in that position and someone would be banging on my door, I would echo the rhythm on my desk, just to let you know that you can carry the health emergency response kit back to its place. But although at the time this code of conduct was published by the janitors’ labour unions as United Nations Resolution 0, because of its universal nature, and to use an unused number with apt significance, most diplomats are not aware of it. Which really is to their detriment, because of the opportunities missed for constructive diplomacy. Not just at the top echelon but at the very base of it. And here we come to the desired example.”

“I found the wife of the Ukrainian ambassador sitting in the lobby lamenting how painful her suffering from shadow deficit disorder was. First I thought she was talking to someone but there was not even a phone. Obviously she was talking to herself. So I took a seat a little nearby, and just when it fitted into her rhythm, I dropped in a strong lament how ungrateful many patients whom I successfully treated from shadow deficit were, I could go on like that for ages, but I said it only once. She was baffled for a while, but then she fell back to her lament as if she was not interested in receiving healing. Yes, I made her an offer of treatment specifically tailored to her current wavelength, but she liked her disorder more.”

“So what was missed in her discarding of this unique opportunity? You can imagine that she would not receive such an offer too often, especially since she did not quite invite kindness. We can begin that answer with everyday banalities such as how my son, who is home-schooled, could pick up her son, who does not feel safe to make the way alone, from kindergarten and take him home on the bus. I mean besides overcoming the shadow deficit in her life, which is only the first thing to do. I have to reiterate that most patients are ungrateful. This is understandable, as it is part of the healing to forget how bad it was. But here she was in front of my door, and here I was echoing her signal.”

“We could also have had political discourse on Ukraine. Have you heard of the innovations climate change brought about in the Ukrainian economy? In these parts of the country neither affected by radiation nor by separatists, members of the oligarchy have their log cabins. And with climate change
killing the jobs of both local skiing operators and snow-gunners, there now is a green economy campaign to re-school them as decorative raftsmen, which is advertised as an especially climate-friendly job. When the oligarchs leave the cities for their rural retreats, they want to link up with what they perceive as local tradition, such as heating their chimneys with wood collected with their own hands."

"But if they were to cut trees for it then they would not be able to invite their international friends for sustainable energy parties, where the men exhaust themselves with the wood and their wives prepare the barbecue. It is here where the decorative raftsman fills a gap. He orders a pile of wood from the internet, wraps it into carbon credits, and has it trucked into the area, where it is being dropped into the valley creek upstream to be floated the last mile to the customer´s home. The guy and his friends have fun picking it out of the water, while drinking a lot of alcohol. There is an entire set of water management devices to be rented out as not to miss one single log meandering by. It is really very much like a few centuries ago, except that the raftsman is no longer the backbone of the economy but now does it for decoration."

"So much for the business model, which has become extraordinarily popular after the colour revolution linked up the oligarchies with central Europe. The only downside is once you bring the decorative raftsman into a nature reserve, there comes the pickpocket and the helicopter pilot as well. There have been diplomatic reverberations because some foreign guests fired handguns they apparently brought in without civilian customs officers taking notice at a television team doing a report on the newly arisen job profile. But the oligarchs blocked all investigations and dismissed the workers who had made the appointment. The Ukrainian military hastily cleaned up the downed helicopter without a diplomatic aftermath."

"Had she joined me on the diplomatic protocol then we could have discussed the irritations caused by the involvement of Americans in the shooting. There is a potential rift that could cast a chill upon the Paris warming treaty. If the two oligarchies split over the climate issue, the incident paradoxically would bear the potential for a better deal. So there´s a lot we could have talked about. But she has not read and not understood Resolution Zero. She was stuck on lamenting her own incompetence."

"Then the appointment for which I had come was next on schedule, so I never learned whether she got her problem solved, but as you now know Ukraine as a nation up to this point did not. If you like to see it positive, just think that it probably would have involved a lot of fruitless haggling over whether these Ukrainian camera journalists in the helicopter survived the crash and were shot dead only with their feet on the ground, as the Russians alleged. But now we have news that the Russian source of that allegation damaged its reputation with a Persian burqa misuse."

"This is the result of having the Russians at the negotiation table but not the Americans, although it is their involvement there that is to be talked about as in the case of the Yatseniuk naming wire-tap, which was probably a false flag attack produced by the Americans, though they blamed it on the Russians as in earlier instances of private war crime contractors bragging about their views of themselves, in this case as perceived king-makers. The lamenting Lady did not know a lot about Iran, and how the deadlock in which the Americans evaded negotiating by sending these whose lands they occupy as human shields into diplomatic talks was finally broken."
“But there you go, as she failed the honesty check, I can only mention her as a negative example to explain what went wrong with Ukraine. United Nations is still full of throw-away diplomats. Despite of all the time passed since, the sheer dimension of the Chernobyl incident in a political sense is minor compared to Three Mile Island, because of the role the Americans like to take in the rest of the world. If the two countries were honest with regard to their nuclear catastrophes and the causes and consequences thereof, there would not be such a thing as the helicopter affair with its paralytic implications upon the international organisation.”

That’s the point where I could not but ask Gewindeberg what’s wrong with the damned thing. “What you see in depth of this is an effect of the fundamental contradiction between the human being and the nation state. Philosophically, the nation state is a derivative of the individual, namely many individuals putting their efforts together under a shared interest. But due to the haughtiness and moral imbecility of its inventors it mandates itself to infringe upon internal affairs of the individual. Either none of the many pre-historic empires was that bad that its own colonialists broke off from it, or it happened without any impact on a permanent record. Nation states see themselves as one of many, unlike empires, but when they behave like empires they tend to bite each other over it.”

“As a result, when a nation state abuses the internal affairs of an individual, other nation states will notice and at the same time either complain against meddling in internal affairs or do alike against an individual who looks up to the other nation state, or all of the above. In other words, every nationalist malfunction propagates throughout the international system. If you see United Nations as a derivative of the nation state with shared interests and efforts, then you have to see most of the diplomacy as an expensive variety of the broken window phenomenon. If you see international law as the primary derivative of the individual, and the nation state only comes thereafter, then it also appears as ridiculous.”

“It is Paragraph 0 of all international law that conspiracy is absolutely forbidden to nation states, because otherwise it would not make any sense to have international law in the first place. Yet while the broken analogue clock was still correct once in a while, the broken digital device is just totally defunct. We know that conspiracies have addresses, barbecues and chain-gangs. Hence by means of Dialectic Materialism we can conclude that they have some measurable impact on the economy, such as the occurrence of the decorative raftsmen. Whether you want to believe that Poroshenko has a squirrel-sized replica of Saint Peter’s Square Balcony on the wall of his veranda or not, it seems as if a Russian-flagged propagandist had made a video clip of Friedrich Engel’s timeless essays on land administration and forestry management.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Number: Six
Title: Megachurch Fusion Or Solar Encounter?
Date: Monday Feb 15th, 2016
Name: Anastasia Oberfurt

Content: When two men meet whose predecessors turned their backs against each other a millennium ago, does it make a sound? Easy one: If it were two comets passing by the Sun in that frequency, the public anticipation would have been swelling for years at least. But the meeting of the two Christian
Bishops – Roman Catholic and Russian Orthodox – in a Cuban airport transit area – as secular a territorial status as one might imagine – was a surprise first of all to themselves. By the letter of the law, as activists are familiar with it, it is to be rated as a truly spontaneous demonstration.

As I pondered this in the morning, Von Grimmelshausen came in view of my tree circle, carrying a day-load of water bottles. I looked up, and just as spontaneously decided to turn my eyes neither inside nor along his vector of passage, but to the limits of my circle. He stopped and as well faced the invisible line connecting my trees. We looked up to each other, and he approached. “You here?” – “Are you expecting someone specific?” – “I just remember you from the last time our ways crossed.” – “Now I do as well.” A beam of sunlight made it through the clouds. “Want to put down your load for a moment?” VCVG put the bottles in the shadow of one of my trees. I showed him a place inside. “Valentin, can you tell what this spontaneous Bishop hug is all about? Paul Lafargue has nothing specific about it.”

“To understand the spirit of the Caribbean, I recommend taking a deep look into the encounter of Leo Trotsky and Imam Thorwald al-Abgar, the uncle of the renowned austerity doctor and later children’s books author, in Mexican exile during the Second World War. Trotsky, approached by the Imam for expertise on wage slavery issues, referred him to read Das Kapital. But al-Abgar declined. He gave an explanation for it that mirrors the situation of the transit area meeting. The Imam argued in order to remain loyal to his roots he wanted to read Das Kapital only after reading Mein Kampf. And in order to remain loyal to his community he would only read Mein Kampf after the defeat of the Nazis. Which Trotsky unfortunately never experienced.”

“As a result of the Crusader Effect, the armed struggle and the universalistic approach of the Soviet Union collided, and it cost Trotsky’s life as well. Al-Abgar’s later writings indicate he has read both after the war and exile.” – “The Crusader Effect?” – “Yes. The Crusaders, the medieval aristocracy of Central Europe, with only a handful of exceptions exterminated themselves in the Crusades. It was more dangerous to be a Crusader than an infidel and that not because the latter were brutal. The Soviet Union, which was intended to be as little specifically Russian as the United Nations is specifically American, experienced the same under Stalin.”

“And here we get the two Bishops, who have parted ways just when the infighting began to be exported that way, spontaneously close up to each other. The remarkable detail about it is that it happens above the heads of the Evangelical and Protestant and Episcopal churches, all of which have somehow split off or emerged after the Crusades ran dry and the Enlightenment dawned. As a result of the Havana Bishops Handshake all these Christian churches in between, namely all that anchor themselves in scripture handed down by the earlier churches, and to some extent these anchoring in pre-fall of Rome traditions or apocryphal scripture as well, do have to regroup and purge their ideas of what they are in order to become capable of peace.”

“So much for these of us who believe in their saviour. And forth?” – “Politically, it has a context far beyond Christianity, as the Bishops said themselves. They called for peace in Yemen! Remember these diplomats that travelled to Riyadh – but not to Raqqa – without even mentioning Yemen? That’s where the oldest internal schism – that between Sunni and Shia Islam – plays out with the worst brutality disguised by the fiercest ignorance. The second oldest schism spontaneously closes in order to put the oldest one into your focus! Have the Bishops brought up the courage to talk of the assassination
of the Shia Imam of Arabia by a Sunni regime, or of the siege against the Shia Imam of Nigeria by a Sunni regime? Sunni regimes propped up by the same Christian regimes also assassinating Sunni Imams. No, but peace in Yemen is important, it is just as far away from Syria as Syria is from Europe or Russia."

"Are Syria and Yemen the same? What a question. Germany and India both have high-profile cases of odd mass rape, and both have auctioned off their fiscal sanity to the cellphone industry, does this make the two countries the same?" – "I see the two Bishops missed an opportunity to name names, never minding their patron saint." – "Indeed. Their encounter mirrors an event inside Sunni Islam, namely the issue of a common instruction manual on the handling of the prisoner dilemma for the faith-based fighter by Taliban and Islamic State together bridging over the remnants of the former al-Qaeda and the Sunni vassal states."

"It was not the deepest schism closed but the deepest possible schism that was prevented by this link-up, and it is here where the Christian Bishops received their inspiration. The text says, the bigger the prison, the higher the probability that guards have to balance conflicting interests as well, and in case of a prison planet that’s international politics. Global jail, as in people getting yelled at for launching their own satellite to see the storm approaching that might drop a tree on their heads while they are dancing in the streets, instead of buying a trap street feed. We share the insight that the abolition of state terrorism requires the abolition of prisons before the abolition of the death penalty, as the other way round is a dead end."

"Do you think the two Bishops understand the Crusader Effect?" – "Scientifically? You understand the Crusader Effect when you understand the origin of the Crusades." – "The infighting?" – "The origin of the infighting." – "Which is?" – "The last time these two churches have been united, they already had certain problems some of which we still can face in detail." – "Such as?" – "The monasteries left from the era, the sites and sometimes even the architecture at the time represented the style and materials of the super-rich."

"They were erected with the intent to corrupt rebel leaders in favour of social roaming before they could live from the support of their sympathisers, and harvest their legacies to be used as instruments of the ruling class in the next generation. The two churches vary at this point only in the detail of a distributed versus a centralised approach. Do not only look at their sermons but at the career records of their appointees as well to see through the entire hypocrisy. Now these monasteries are dying out one after another, and even the occasional Abbott capable of uniting four generations under one vision is apparently incapable to leave a permanent mark. The ruling class does not even use them as a decoration any longer."

"Is it a loss?" – "If the small animals in the ground die out because the water level drops, the big animals come around to plough it for food. The former role of the monasteries in society is nowadays being taken by the apparatuses of the totalitarian state, hence unlike in the animal kingdom the system has gone from bad to worse. The loss is not expressed in what the Crusade-bearing infrastructure was, but in the issues it was incapable to resolve though these who walked in first intended to." – "Which are?" – "Probably as far away from today’s imagination as the concern that his beard might get hurt by a zipper was to the pre-industrial man."
“I see the remainder of the beard is still useful, but not so the remainder of the factory product.” – Exactly. We have so little reliable information there that it is more fruitful to look at another example. The Christian monasteries had just reactivated the economic role of the Roman imperial garrisons, having the saturated gravitate around their influence. The origin of the monasteries was entrapment, and the function of the result reached, if one can describe it like that under these conditions, was to avoid the Indian Temple Hair Problem. The Abrahamic deity does not take hair as a sacrifice, unlike Hindu deities. Their practitioners have the problem that the temple hair can neither be declared commercial debris like in a barber shop, nor sold as a commodity for the production of wigs and other purposes, without spoiling the spirit of the temple.”

“Besides a transcendental purpose of sacrificing accumulated hair, it can only be done with a material purpose as well, like feeding a community by the sacrifice of an animal in herder cultures. The problem to be solved is to find such a purpose without commercial self-immolation. Avoiding it has only resulted in ever more complex problems, all the more so when it was done for the price of getting corrupted by these the avoidance thereof was meant to escape. Such as the koan says: Had the honourable prophet Jonah emigrated to India after getting out of the whale, would we know of him?”

“There’s a theory that it has already happened.” – Hahaha. That one is available for the Bishop encounter as well. Let’s keep our revolutionary perspective on the front lines between commerce and faith. You know Trotsky respected al-Abgar’s choice because he saw history as a whole, and he remained true even though he did not live to see it. The focus for us is what is wrong with commerce regardless whether you believe in it or not. If these two had met nowadays – instead of the two Bishops – they might have taken captured carbon storage as an example. Fossil CCS, lacking workable collection systems, is just a lame excuse for big carbon spending leaving toxic assets without a need to collect.”

“Renewable CCS means using the chemistry of the fire to transform a part of the carbon inserted into it to a long-term storable form instead of spending it, like the natural forest fire, or like the chemistry of the swamp incredibly sped up. You will need more biomass for the the same energy output or produce less. Economised upon it would be a danger for the forest such as forest fires for money are. ‘Biochar’ is like running a restaurant where your goal is not to feed the guests, but to keep the visible waiting line as long as possible, with the dishes served being only a tool to achieve that purpose.”

“By waiting line we mean the trees in the woods. Such a business could either advertise with promises it cannot keep, or fulfil promises it does not make, and be either a perpetrator or a target of plagiarism. The economic incentive mechanism is incompatible with the principle of collateral accumulation that is behind the idea. Organic carbon capture only does make sense in a forest so revered that no live wood is cut to be burned outside, but some of its dead wood is being burned inside instead if being left to rot. Then and only then you can collaterally accumulate without destructive commercial irritations invalidating your effort.”

“You mean if I have no current use for pure ash then I can use my fire-fighting water to store away a little carbon in the Earth surface?” – “Yes. And whether you want to believe in the spiritual beauty of trees or not, the economy of it is the same.” VCVG took a look over his shoulder and noticed the refraction of sunlight in the water bottles, which the moving shadow of the tree now was leaving to warming. “Let me say a closing word for all who have seen these religions abuse children with symmetry
“What comes out at the rear end of megachurches? Recently, I visited a Christian cemetery. The part of the soil taken out of the graves that did not fit back in after the coffins took their places was thrown on the other side of the road. The heap had been paved, covered with a pick-up load of pebbles, and equipped with a few fence posts plus the sign: “Clerical parking spot.” Yes, burying your grandfather might get your great-grandfather under the wheels. And that’s not an observation from Yemen.”

Number: Seven
Title: Mass Swan Die-Off Along Yellow River Worries Teachers
Date: Friday Feb 19th, 2016
Name: Runi Al Pemkron

Content: Will swans soon be extinct? This is the question some Chinese pupils are increasingly posing to their teachers, but few have answers really satisfying the fresh curiosity. And it’s no longer merely these asking who have been familiar with the beautiful birds along the banks of the country’s largest river. With deceasing animals all around, increasingly these who had been looking the other way are beginning to pay attention as well.

The symptoms are all the same: The sick animal refuses natural food, while its body is swelling, and after a few days dies of exhaustion. The ballooning birds are then washed to the beaches, where they decease until the river takes them back or clean-up efforts are taking place. In one county alone, authorities reported what they described as a high four-digit number of swollen corpses, which health workers collected for incineration.

The governor has been quoted with the saying if the monthly number were to reach ten thousands then he could not guarantee for his incineration facility’s emission limits any longer. But dissidents are hinting that a red line of 5,000 was more realistic and that this limit was already exceeded. More often than not children have been encountering the ballooning birds before they could be cleaned up. After authorities gave warnings not to touch dead bodies, in several districts along the Yellow River teachers in riverside communities are alarmed.

Scientific explanations have been contradictory: The theories currently receiving the most attention are that chemicals evaporating from airplanes were the cause, or that it might be a virus spread by rats. As the government has not yet taken a side, these bothered by the issue in everyday efforts have turned their attention to other sources: Environmental organisations said that the swan die-off may be the result of micro-plastics getting into the food chain of the animals by means of the river water and wrecking their metabolism.

According to stock market sources, micro-plastics are indeed an issue in the upper regions of the Yellow River, where a television merchandising consortium has invested into chemical factories for the production of content-adapted design such as cosmetics and cleaning products. Executives purchased an American patent for enhanced showering agents in package with broadcast rights for a bundle of
television programs mascotting the products. The shampoo comes in a swan-shaped bottle with electric eyes activated by a waterproof gyroscope on cadmium cells.

In the past, Chinese authorities regularly issued exceptional official permits for so-called innovative business projects. The practice has been locating itself on the border line between corruption and the use of tax cuts in elections. But while the cost of tax cuts is openly visible in the state budget, the cost of such special permits remains hidden, unless the law of cause and consequence produces an undeniable impact such as in the most recent case.

A Chinese exile teacher showed me a disturbing photograph of a mother swan and a child swan lying on an empty beach passed around by pupils in social media, asking not to publish it as to avoid interference with internal issues. He said he vowed to pupils he would work to expel the perpetrators of it from the national market through a back door rather than its front door, in order to protect these who have never seen a live swan against getting blinded for natural beauty.

He said teachers were doing extra sessions with concerned pupils to convince them of the effort to finish this scourge the beautiful not the ugly way, as not to allow it to leave its poisonous cargo in the minds of everyone. He said that this approach worked well because these most concerned about the issue had already seen live swans before facing the dead ones, and the cause of their concern was the same as that of their ambition to contribute to a full solution.

He added that he wanted some elements within the Chinese government to take a proposal off the table before it would have to be mentioned that were to involve ringing and surveilling the birds and their movements while continuing the inappropriate production line.

The teacher asked me to report: "Swan feeding is in fact swan luring. There are few instances in Nature that they cannot find food by themselves. Other species of birds will be begging you very hard before the swans even get hungry. These great animals are triple hybrid and move on the land, in the water and through the air. Before you lure them, leave them alone and consider that someone might want to try to do it to you. Remember that evolution gave you a nose, among other things, to warn you against endangering yourself with dead bodies. But how could it have given the swans something that would warn them against lethal factory dirt?"

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Number: Eight
Title: Tory-Euro Bargain Blasted
Date: Monday, Feb 22nd, 2016
Name: Holger Peters

Content: Mainland oligarchs are throwing Europe’s Founding Fathers under the bus as to appease a rogue warlord on Britain, says Dr. Bastian Al Abgar, who has advised the Greek government on anti-austerity issues. It’s the nose of disintegration entering the tent sugar-coated with the ideological syrup of neoliberalism. But though Cameron is munching of Thatcher’s dish, he is distracting from the “Iron Lady’s” sudden death over her learning of the international law decreed upon the failed confederacy and its
collaborators. The Europeans could easily grab that madman at this rusty ring, push him back and put the lid on the barrel so toxic that even the flies avoid it. But the two sides are complicit in the events immediately preceding the heartache.

Neoliberalism actually is not a political framework of ideas, says Abgar, but a misunderstanding of the role of money in human society. It does not understand the inner workings of currency, which is the monopoly of a violent mob exploiting its users, but takes the effect of that violence as magic. Magic? Indeed. Just imagine you lost the key for your bike and borrow a tool to remove the defunct lock. What is it that prevents you from using a shoelace instead? It’s the violent monopoly that does establish the otherwise useless technique of the lock by punishing both unsolicited removal and through the ensuing shift of unsolicited demand its symbolic replacement as well. Money is a technology only gradually different from other admission systems, says Abgar, and neoliberalism is an ideological superstition.

According to Abgar, this discrepancy of rational and ideological views of money expresses itself in many forms. The crassest incarnation thereof shows up when it comes to debt, that is the corrective the monetary system offers against a lack of money. Abgar: “People like you and me each one are on their own way, while the business whores all are marching down the same road. We view debt as a hole in the ground that should not have been dug in the first place, and needs to be properly plumbed to declare it closed. They imagine debt as a bridge that would carry them into some kind of future. In our view, such construction is a waste of credit and credibility. In their view, the gap is between the past they live off and the future they intend to steal from us. In our view, the gap is between what they think they were and what they are.”

They – these who ultimately trust in currency – the neoliberalists – due to their superstitious view of that technology are fooling themselves more than they are defrauding us, says Abgar, even as they make themselves be better off than us in terms of money. “They are seeing social welfare amounts as their response to a specific ringtone they expect us to produce, which goes like: I am a labour market whore prostituting myself to the working man society. We think of social welfare as a dialtone without which the entire thing does not have the slightest bit of a right to exist. Although I have to admit that the comparison is not perfect. The dialtone goes away once you make a call. The social welfare is meant to be available unconditionally, or else there is no right to exist for a shared structure and it degenerates into neoliberalist bureaucracy.”

“You will hear a particularly crass and grotesque example thereof in a minute. But first let me show to you that absurdity is the normal condition of neoliberalism. This is what their so-called magic boils down to: After Gewindeberg weighed the hypothesis that the Dollar Central Bank could be imagining him as the proverbial Golden Calf of its policy, they cautiously began to turn around the steering wheel indeed. But of course Gewindeberg had not sided with them, how could he without lying – they merely pretended he had, because they imagined if they did that then he might do so. But everybody knows that Gewindeberg uses the dollar for no other purpose than to fire up chimneys. Consequentially, no actual financial u-turn arose from it. If you know Gewindeberg then you know that it is stupid to try in the first place, but that alone is not yet why we are calling it superstition.”

“Before Paris I advised Cameron on anti-pollution policy. You know, the crazy guy takes his beloved plutonium under the pillow every night, but even if you are hell-bent on false substitutes you can reduce
your geo-biotic footprint. But when the leaves came down it turned out that he would not come to reason: The best way to reduce pollution is to make room for prototypes that work entirely without pollution. That can be taken from the government’s unused assets, because there is not much else that could be done with them. So I proposed I would personally administer their according assignment.”

“He declined with the condition to put an official at my side. Then I proposed him a choices and operations plan for the task. He declined by avoiding to pick up and criticise it. Finally I proposed him one of his own senior officials to do the administration without being bound to my proposals. He declined by shunning that man. Then I said I feel no longer responsible for treating your effort, you can give me back my pencils from the drawer in your desk before it is being taken out of your hands if you like to do a gesture of good will. They are still there, and he is still trying to imagine I would do anything else than disown him and put the pollution reduction under new management. That is the level of stupidity and ignorance resulting from sleeping on top of plutonium.”

“At the same time, Cameron asked his neoliberalist advisers for proposals how to reduce the amount of social welfare handed out by government officials. I never got to see their names, but the loudest voice suggested that bureaucrats could defraud everyone who cannot afford a lawyer, while it could openly exclude these who could cover excessive legal cost, and harass the former for relying on the latter to hammer out legal precedents, as parliamentarians would make legislation to okay the practice. It argued that these people were vulnerable to criminals anyway, so it would only be an appropriate punishment thereof if officials were to defraud them. On top of it, the shrillest voice added that the abuse should be extended to people who choose pinko commie lawyers because they do not wine and dine with prosecutors.”

“So the proposal was systematic fraud and harassment against these who cannot afford lawyers and these who prefer dissident lawyers. Of course, once the dissident lawyers learned of it they immediately decided to beat them all out of the scheme regardless whether customers or not. They did so by painting the parliamentary discourse with a pattern of leaks that made Cameron cancel the two projects before blowback was to escalate. Now he is trying the same again with the mainland oligarchs. I only learned afterwards that he liked to link our efforts to each other, which is kind of odd since the reduction of air pollution and the reduction of social welfare are contradictory goals. To achieve the great leap to a sustainable economy overcoming fossil excesses, unconditional social welfare is the only feasible stepping stone.”

“However, if you think only Cameron was inhumane and greedy to the extent of bordering madness and beyond, then you have to admit that this cannot be said of that man alone. The neoliberalist craziness has befallen the entire European Union, and the first and foremost example is Europe’s war against the Mediterranean boat people. Have you noted those scientists talking about space vehicles for multiple launch? They are fed up of discarding a rocket after only one single use and strive to be more efficient. The European Union is exactly the other way round. They sink refugee boats, so that any vehicle still worth a round trip or more is too valuable to use, and customers will only be able to buy seats on throwaway boats in need of repair.”

“Then their soldiers and sailors locate and sink those boats, claim they had rescued the people whom they in fact endangered with their investment-hostile and demented policy, and blame the transport providers
to be criminals because they do not invest into safer boats. That, my dear visitors, is terrestrial neoliberalism in a nutshell: Distort the message and blame the messenger. What does neoliberalism claim? It was helping these in need. What is the reality? It gratifies itself over compensating a tiny part of the consequences of its own superstition.”

“There is no future in European Union, and the reason is that European Union in the view of its representatives is more of a nation state than a regional group in United Nations. There is no future in the nation state either, but that is much more obvious. Whether there is a future in United Nations depends upon the amount of neoliberalism therein. To understand neoliberalism, just put Clausewitz – the military theorist of symmetric warfare – from his head back on his feet: Neoliberalist politics is the precursor of war by other means – exploitation, destruction, militarism.”

“There is no future in neoliberalism, it’s bridging technologies reach into nowhere and leave nothing but toxic assets. The home town of neoliberalism lost its tram lines to private investors buying up public services only to discard them. More precisely, the future of United Nations depends upon the awareness and understanding that neoliberalism in its entirety is a rule of lies, and as we overcome it nothing is to remain from it. Please consider, when the mercenary talks of nice weather to distract you from your wallet then he is still lying even if the weather just happens to be really nice, because the truth is that he likes the booty not the beauty.”

Number: Nine
Title: Government Crisis Tightens Grip On Merkel
Date: Friday Feb 26th, 2016
Name: Evo Guillaume

Content: “Cuckoo Clock Safari” - that’s how the wording on the destination display in the front window of a coach touring East Germany’s rural Iron Bedrock Mountains region could be translated. But inside the vehicle were not forestry students researching the multi-generational aftermath of mining-induced clear-cut and monoculture during the urban expansion in the early industrialisation. And lined up in the streets were not local vendors of folklore and ethno-food intent to catch some of the spending capacity dropping off the metropolitan administration’s desks. No no. Inside the bus were war refugees following Merkel’s “welcome policy,” and outside of the bus were local villagers protesting whatever of the chancellor they want to resign would come into their reach. Stuck in between the claws of this proxy conflict were security forces uttering just as helpless apologetics for their imbecile performance as Merkel in her latest press briefings.

The footage became viral on the internet because it was self-evident to instructors across all language barriers: As the alpha player of the situation, how would you handle it in different varieties? How would you handle a besieged bus full of politicians evacuated over a terrorism suspicion? How one full of convicted murderers? One full of excited team sports fans? One full of foreign spending capacity? Would the anti-hostage-taking unit be helicoptered in? Would it address the inmates of the vehicle as free people or as prisoners?
Would they have the right to elect a co-driver negotiating demands for the whole group? Would the officer tell them to stay calm until the reinforcement arrives, or would he be yelling shut up or else? Would the police psychologist blow the whistle when demands to be made to the driver before they can be requested from the co-driver are being enforced in blind rage against individual passengers? Would this be the point where the viewer complains against debating distant possibilities rather than the actual situation that was?

The fact that the Clausnitz Coach Siege was a proxy conflict over the lack of political legitimacy in Berlin’s current regime expresses itself first and foremost in the experience of the refugees who said they wanted to go wherever they are welcome and just regard the defunct assignment as erroneous. Then it expresses itself in the incapability of the government forces to admit a mistake. And it expresses itself in the evident conclusion from the destination display: If the community is dependent on a trickle-in economy from other parts of the nation and even beyond then it is self-evident that it may disagree with the national majority consensus.

The political economy of historical materialism further suggests that lands affected by deforestation have no further economic attraction left, making relative depression in comparison to the whole of the economy more likely than not. In other words, for an outsider there is no side to take since as in all proxy conflicts the anticipation of interests possibly projected upon them exceeds the limits of their actual interests. And since Merkel and her totalitarian rule is the subject matter of the conflict, the state under her leadership by definition cannot be neutral.

It did not even try. It tried to appease one side by abusing the other, a move so stupid that it fired back to the extent of turning the incident into a prototype situation. And Merkel’s police know that they are morally wrong, as otherwise they would not have reached for the lame excuse they were punishing a person for the purpose to guarantee its security. If that would have been the case then they would have worked in a completely different way. What sticks upon Merkel is the conclusion that her officials promoted a lie although they knew that it could not stand, because that is the role model Merkel gave to them when she announced her so-called “welcome policy.”

There are obvious reasons why Merkel welcomes war refugees. Awash of trade surplus fired up by cheap oil, the German economy profits from the Arab-American trade war. That also makes up for a steeper difference between manufacturing and trickle-in sectors. Expanding industrialists want some of the refugees to fill surplus positions with professionals they cannot squeeze out of the population in the trickle-in regions. Yet the immigration bureaucracy distributes them equally over the area, unlike the money.

Hence, trickle-in areas already dependent on tourism do not only get to bear a burden that is not compensated by an according benefit, but also a risk of losing existing customers on complaint. For them, incoming refugees are the messengers of the bad news that the government sucks. Yet some of these complaining are governors of trade surplus collecting regions, with the delicate aspect that a significant share thereof comes from the arms sold into the massacres the refugees are trying to escape. And the Merkel government said that it did not recognise surplus arms trade with oil oligarchs as a problem of sufficient importance to overrule its predecessors.
When that conflict reached its first climax in the Heidenau Shopping Mall incident last summer, indicating that her security apparatuses’ penetration of the entire spectrum of opposition had collapsed into a nationalist blowback drawing up a grotesque caricature of the domestic “social engineering” efforts by means of the refugees’ tears, Merkel hastily announced her “welcome policy,” desperately trying to market herself as a purported beacon of sanity in an allegedly inexplicable frenzy. The crisis escalated with a series of proposals all tailored to bypass administrative failures instead of fixing them, and to deter applicants instead of formally declining their requests.

Instead of making room for a true welcome policy that would sooner or later rise out of elections, Merkel chose to come up with a phoney one driven by economic blackmail. Her government turned the war refugees into a political play-ball for its efforts to stifle all alternatives to replace it with an honest one not leaning upon the woes of trickle-in regions, and has the refugees bear the consequences of its own spoiling of a frank debate. Now, to the great satisfaction of the opposition, that corrupted approach is coming back to bite Merkel in the neck. The house of cards she has been playing against dissidents literally went up in flames.

Merkel´s approach is built upon a bureaucratic momentum to distribute the war refugees with destination Germany all over Europe, just like it is already happening inside Germany with the above described effects. Hence her incapability to catch up the escalation with reforms. Her “welcome policy” attempts to speak in the name of these it does not represent. Yet most war refugees have chosen Germany as their destination of exile or emigration because it is here where the war that infringed upon their lives has originated.

One prominent politician in Merkel´s cabinet has compared the refugee surge to an avalanche triggered without intent, and subsequently was immediately criticised by others for likening human beings to a brute force of Nature such as a flood, a torrential rainfall or an avalanche (possibly next: to a lack of drinkable water caused by either). Both sides could hardly have come further off the mark: That surge is entirely intended, resulting out of the human ambition to end the war and forever remove its cause.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Number: Ten
Title: Anti-Contamination Experts Discuss Global Intelligence Failure
Date: Sun Mar 6th, 2016
Name: Lothar Proll

Content: The imperialist war effort is increasing like a colony of killer bacteria in a septic pond in the Sun of the Sahel, there are deaf reactions from all echelons of its career pyramid to the news of the apparently thwarted spying attack against the United Nations Secretary General, and occasional messages of refugee flow stalling numbers from Southern Europe pile up to a worrying level of background noise. It feels like these weird days when the Chernobyl reactors had already gone into meltdown, but the Soviet Union was still stonewalling the news of it, unless that the Kremlin was rather quick to get back on its feet again. Not so the trolls on Patuxent Freeway and its vassal branches around the world. Someone appears to have punched the beast into the nose and it is trying to get the rest of us look the other way until it has recovered. To discuss this for public enlightenment, I invited Grimmelshausen,
Miller and Abgar to crack a few nuts to the rice and dhal at my fireplace on top of Mount Basta.

Please bring some water and flowers, I think I don’t need to mention of which species and gender, I had told the early birds, and they passed it on, directing the three here as they checked that there was no one following them. As the human being depends on truth just as much as on food, the four of us then went not only to make some food for ourselves, but also to write down some truths for the many down there in the big valley. We begin with VCVG. “Global Intelligence Failure. The best way to understand what that is is leave the intelligence out, understand global failure, and then apply it to that specific business. But first let me convey the best wishes from Ras Ramsay, who is busy in our disturbance-proof cave coding the Universal Moron Disassembler into open source.”

“On my way here, I spent a night on a golfing ground. Not somewhere where I might get hit by a toy of course, but in the decoration. There was an artificial lake, and next to it a pump control house. It was an open hut with only the switchboard being locked, and the sky gave uncertain signs, so I decided to take it as long as it was out of business. I spent a good night under a lightning rod so huge that it might have come straight out of an electrician’s dream. After business hours, the waterfall was automatically switched off, and the smell of too well-fed algae went down to a level that did not reach inside. I tell this because the half-empty pond was more of a puddle, which is what you would have to expect in a landscape designed on a computer screen rather than by the force of water itself.”

“In the morning, before I had removed my curtain from the open door, the first golf player came along. An employee drove the customer in an electric car. The two men noted the smell emanating from the waterfall, and the customer asked why it was there. The employee responded that he did not know, and then – before I could grab for the curtain – went on with a grimace and a nasty detail I am not going to reproduce. The customer nodded in resignation, and then proceeded to play his ball into the other direction, before the two drove off. I had left them to their ballgame, and failed to intervene and tell the truth. That is global failure in a nutshell. Global intelligence failure is when the game is punching a dissident head into a shithole and the customer is a government official missing either.”

“Hi to all our readers, my name is Winston Miller and this is my opening statement. I have come here because I believe without inserting nuclear disarmament the entire ecological message is incomplete. First come the forces of Nature, then nuclear disarmament, and only thereafter our efforts to achieve results. Without that, any attempt to develop alternative technologies would be condemned to gnashing and error instead of intelligent solutions. The reason is that nuclear supremacy is stupid and you have to give up stupidity first to get any smarter, otherwise you would only become more stupid from additional details. We must avoid the Chamberlain Fallacy. You know, just because Hitler was furious about appeasement did not mean that appeasement worked. Just that the nuclear mafia gets excited over ecological alternatives without nuclear disarmament does not mean that they would work.”

“Hence, as we talk of the global intelligence failure, it is standing out that it is alternating between two conditions. We observe both militarist expansion and aggression and speculative micro-lobbying and appeasement. Or to pick up what my colleague said, the lack of water and a self-reliant natural ecosystem in an artificial waterfall and lake does not result from a lack of finance but from human alienation due to too much financing. Some clueless employee converted a postcard motive back into the third dimension. The more they are willing to spend the less likely that someone involved tells them that it is a stupid
design in the first place, or if that happens, that they get to hear it or understand what it means."

And Abgar: "When Karl Marx had thrown so much sand into the spying apparatus he worked against that even Bismarck resigned, the Kaiser – historically acknowledged culprit of the world war – said that he wanted his regime to take better care of the working class because there were things that they only could do together. You can take this approach as a prototype of an asymmetric situation: These things, mortality rate reduction to near zero levels being a significant example, the regime apparently could only reach with the help of the working class, while any involvement the other way around was counterproductive, and the working class only reached them by turning against the regime. Actually, as the regime could not reach them at all, it decided what it could do is pretend it would have been helpful to the working class in reaching them."

"It probably intends this as a means to desperately produce a pretext for its efforts to continue to hire cannon fodder. Yet as history tells the Kaiser was removed. But the regime was merely changed. All of that happened only after a lengthy expendable and lethal period of aggression-appeasement alternation. Karl Marx returned home from exile much later on as a sculpture. Global intelligence failure continued into global war and ugly blowback thereafter. Caspar, the employee you described belongs into the category that fears its bosses and is not being told what it is working for, while the electrician appears to have been self-organised but blind for anything beyond his expertise. Or maybe not, which would explain why he went to ridiculously exceed the features budget like a frustrated pupil. Certainly neither one is unionised."

Before my guests were to forget feeding the fire, I had to throw a stick. "There are rumours that the three of you were not wholeheartedly loyal to the idea and reality of Anarchy. What do you say to it? Abgar?"

– "If you want to propose a shouting match who of us is to eat first, then I will go away. I might however participate, win, and only then go away if I think that is what fits. Capitalism is incompatible with Anarchy. If you want to hold an election over the issue, I will go away without participating. I do not vote or run for any office and I do not argue over either. It is all just an abuse of mathematics for an empty ideology set to end up as a shouting match anyway. I propose we all eat together even if that may take a little longer."

"Winston?" – "Uh, I feel bad about throwing away anything that is not entirely spent. I prefer to use up democracy until it is totally through. I fear Anarchy might require my followers to make more changes than they consciously intend to. Look, I am so old that I got something to lose merely by still being there. And I can only be there if I stay on top of my followers, if they were to go away at any point in the shouting match then I might end up as helpless as a child. But I see that we anyway do not have a single grain of rice to throw away here, hence Anarchy feels good at this point." – "Mate, would you please get these regular birthday greets forwarded for me. The recipient already got them through the birds, but he needs something to show to his children as well." – "Roger." – "Thanks. Valentin?"

"The reality is that even in mass societies most choices are not mass choices. Such as ours; we can all reason to each other. The amount of decisions that do matter to billions of people – like nuclear disarmament, thank you for mentioning it first – is finite. They are rare, and even these of this dimension should be a matter of reasoned discourse not of job-keeping games. Democracy is equivalent to the existence of prisons, of police, of armies, all of which I wholeheartedly discard. Democracy is not
an opinion but a crime. I am against it. It is not a stepping stone towards Anarchy but an evil racket and a
dead end.”

“Why?” – “The classroom argument against dictatorship is that people tend to prefer multi-party
systems. We go a dimension further; we prefer parallel societies to nationalism. I could even live with an
one-party system if it allowed for parallel societies as in that golfing night. I once slept in a festival
kitchen, and above my head there hung a spoon so big that I could have ruled the entire kitchen with it if
I had wanted to. But I only picked it up for technical reasons, because it was incredibly difficult to
handle, as it would easily fall out of the pot and get dirty. I used it to practice the fine art of simultaneous
play, as it was made of plastic and the inferior material would have spoiled the food. An alienation
artefact apparently incapable to sell itself became a donation. When the village idiot noticed, instead of
asking for my judgement it superglued the handle behind our backs, while parroting the style of the alpha
teacher in front. So I left it with an oven glove sticking like a flagpole.”

“What could the canary have against the cat, except of its popularity? The regime of democracy is hell-
bent on wasting insane efforts to try to turn everything one does into a personality cult. So I said, okay if
that is what you need I will hire a personality cult department and formally order you to worship me
there, and you can also pay for it. But, that´s why I call it insane, despite of its own approach it did not
take its idol´s orders by the letter, and instead is bothering my business partners with formally
nonsensical demands, such as: You must not do on your own what everyone else of us does. But they had
to argue against this that they are not signed on to the monopoly rule that fails to enforce these very same
demands upon itself despite its own prescriptions. They finally convinced me when they said that a
monopoly failing to enforce its prescriptions among its members – the regime of democracy – is not
mandated to require any of these from outsiders. Just like in the insider joke: Why have a counter-
narcotics squad if it is busy with glue-sniffing the whole day?”

“Abgar, can you grind a worm out of this?” – “Sure. Nuclear Disarmament is the compass of the so-
called Non-Proliferation Treaty, but – with the exceptions of South Africa, and if you want so Libya in
the North thereof – it is not happening inside that crowd. United Nations has no foundation in
international law to demand it from non-member states such as communist Korea. Otherwise United
Nations is a failed frontend of capitalism. Some say it was not a democracy but an oligarchy, at least its
Security Council, but even the principle of one nation, one vote is absurd. And that not just because some
nations happen to be split. The least would be to put the entire thing into a decontamination procedure
that purges all illegitimate international law that is currently being carried out as a result of nation state
conspiracies. Nuclear armament is merely the tip of an iceberg. I think everyone of you knows what I am
talking about.”

“Have you noticed that Cameron sacked his border security adviser in response to your recent interview?
Of course not by saying that he might have sympathised with Abgar. The man was humiliated by his own
colleagues over an alleged leak of cockpit audio clips from the bombing of NGO hospitals in Syria, yet
those recordings were fabricated as a kind of satirical entrapment by a pro-Cameron PR agency.” –
“That´s probably why they appeared in the mailbox of the Australian ambassador rather than being
certified by Wikileaks.” – “And instead of calling the fraud, in response Putin leaked old news about an
incident in the Bushehr reactor of which engineers thought at the time it would be much worse than it
actually was, only to play on and off with everyone´s alarm bells and thereby distract from the
background risk. And these guys don’t even consider that the so-called emergency laws by means of which they allow themselves such fraud are totally illegal in the light of human rights.”

“Back to the intelligence failure. At the time one dissident said about the Nazis that he did not mind which kind of people Hitler employed, but never would come to compromise with him. If he listens to me, he can hire procuver pimps and sweetheart swindlers, were his famous words. Please go in depth.” – “He said, thieves and burglars. But you are right on track. A leading political figure in Seoul indeed said about the democratic state abusing business-model-originating crack-points to break into proprietary computer software that it becomes a cracker. And that was in reference to the puppet state’s efforts to stifle opposition, not to the anticapitalist guerillas. I think that is too lax though. A court allowing burglary by forgery of software is programmed to allow forgery of content as well. The guy who painted abusive bishops in medieval Crusader fashion into Romantic landscape frames received an open letter with a long list of artists calling him to cease abusing originals. He could have purchased reproductions or industrial era photographs or whatever, instead of building fame upon theft.”

“Look, burglary software is incredibly stupid in terms of plausible deniability. You only need a decontamination software maker to set up a program asking to send in anything that appears suspicious for systematic screening and you would frame the Trojan in an early stage, because in this scenario you can build upon the risk awareness of these most threatened and easily discard false alarms at little cost. Economically, it’s more like the university branch allowing to send in unidentifiable insects than the firefighters. So yes, the national security state is not only evil, but also stupid. If they were to sue you for treason for a click on a button that happened to allow defusing burglary software, you will get at least as high a profile of signatures.” – “We should hence ask in advance whether the burglary software is the appendix of the official statement, as one might expect, or the statement is an appendix of the burglary?”

“The historical Trojan Horse, which actually was not a horse but a piece of construction, was covered in the skin of a real horse, of many actually, to serve as a disguise. Nevertheless, it was as highly inflammable as a paper tiger. Had not the Trojans integrated it as a part of their city it would not bear their name.” – “The pity is that these programming skills are being harnessed for an evil purpose. They could instead produce open source burglary software, which collects a kilo of rice spilled on the ground, or disinformation proliferated across the internet.” – “That is precisely the system I suggested. If you are to become a good software maker, don’t throw away your life for a government conspiracy. The freshwater source is always outside of the meandering, never inside. This is absolutely obvious once you begin looking back in time before your own existence.” – “That same dissident also said what made the Nazis so dumb was their spying. Yet one might think at the first glance if they are spying they get to know something they otherwise wouldn’t, isn’t it?”

“If you are spying, by the very definition of that crime you intend to get to see something that is not addressed to you. Yet communication always is the making of a choice among a set of possibilities shared between a sender and a recipient, and the replacement thereof by something else that is being used as a signal. If I tell you at the bus stop that the weather is nice, between us it might mean thunderstorm deterring the hobby pilots around the war cemetery. For the bakery salesman waiting for the same vehicle it might mean the opposite. For the spy sneaking in against all of us, it might mean that it would expect us to commit some terror attack today. Yet if it heard us saying that the weather was bad it might like to denounce us for despise of its government. Hence we treat the spy as a mental retard, except that it is
fully capable of guilt. We discard something toxic coming from the spy, and the spy discards something useful belonging to all of us as to tell us what is toxic for everyone else was useful for him, so we discard the spy. Any government addicted to spying turns into a textbook case of the last stage of statism.”

“"What I am saying beyond the morally obvious is that every communication always is incomplete – otherwise we would not communicate but share the situation – even for the legitimate recipient. You will complete it on your own, based on the commons we share. If you are someone else than the legitimate recipient then you will complete it with something else directly or indirectly taken out of your own horizon. The more you steal, the further your completions will be away from the reality. This explains how – once we understand Nature as a message a Creator addressed to us – spying is clearly separated from science. Then there is the ideal case of information addressed to oneself, where you do not even need to think about a shared reference and every description only serves as a bookmark for your own memory without a need to touch on significance. Anyone else will complete this vastly different than you do yourself.”

“Think for example of a shopping list naming, among others, the item ´house." In your idea, this might be a bird house to put up in front of your breakfast table window in order to keep the grannies sane over the winter. The spy that steals it however might deliver you a robust house with new doors, because that is what it takes out of its life to complete what it stole out of yours. It is self-evident that if its own existence was higher than yours it would not be spying in the first place. In that case it would receive less information from you, have to complete more on its own, and therefore end up with a higher quality result because in doing so its own quality would improve. Hence spying is not like stealing a gulp of water from a full bottle, but like stealing a gulp of water from a full bottle and filling up the empty space with something else as to hide the theft.”

“Cheers. Did you get bored during a Claude Shannon lesson, hahaha? On our side, we can take a gulp of water from the lower parts of this mountain and leave something on its top, completed with something else from there of course, without any trace of a bad conscience. I can confirm your observations. When the honks figured out that my nephew really really really liked pasta they suggested to each other that he would do anything for any noodle. And recently I found a booklet purportedly published by a foreign dissident. But when I looked inside, it was all private conversation, so I immediately closed it out of respect for internal affairs. I only remember that there was no desktop junk left inside. Yet back to your point. Is it possible to feed the spy something that it cannot complete other than with contradictory results which will tear its entire rule of lies apart?”

“Yes there is, but I am not going to apply that spell here and now. It does however entrap the spies to believe they were God, who then makes them mad before he destroys them." From above, a squirrel dropped a stick into the fire. "My dear noosphere characters, what you brought here is almost spent. I wish you a good way back into the dreams of the revolutionary masses down there and would like to thank you for your patience and endurance with their woes. Let me finally give you a mantra for handling the defunct international grouping: When the nations realise that they might cease waving through refugees, they have made it half of the way. The other half is to understand that they must let everyone go wherever they do without any waving. Venceremos!”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In Damascus, the government announced on Friday that it would put into an air plane to Munich a CIA agent parachuted into Syria to obtain operational data on oil well exploitation, after a military court ruled it had been air-dropped into Assad territory rather than Islamic State territory because its handlers had "old maps." The Syrian military said since the suspect had not obtained any industrial information and due to an error of his operators failed to produce any technical results, it had ruled the case unsuitable for prisoner exchange with the Islamic State side and therefore re-routed it into the refugee pipeline. The CIA agent is scheduled to arrive in Munich Sunday morning.

There Jeffrey G., a former propagandist for CIA front end program "Radio Free Europe", is expected to be received by US agents and put into a covert barrack masquerading as a Family Research Centre, before being forwarded to a military occupation base near the French border for medical exams and questioning by a chairperson of his employer.

According to Syrian military sources, during his employment by the propaganda broadcaster G. had been embedded into the German army, reporting on drone pilot activities as part of Berlin’s efforts to lobby Washington over the issue of purchasing permits for US military equipment. One source elaborated that G. was wanted by Islamic State authorities for his involvement with the drone program, but it was important for the Syrian side to rescue the political climate by demonstrating that it did not rule by exchange value.

Assad’s ambassador to Berlin was quoted on Qatar state television with a statement that the case iconified the lack of legitimacy behind the recent wave of violations of Syrian airspace by the US and its accomplices from Berlin to Qatar. The iconic case had therefore been chosen to put the decision whether to try the same again with current maps into the hands of the perpetrators.
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How to cook some rice or tea in the drought in one minute

Imminent availability of fire-fighting water makes the critical period between fire possibly getting out of control and a point of no return significantly less risky. Even wastewater bottles suffice for the storage of fire-fighting water, and they can also be filled at lower quality water sources than cooking or drinking bottles. The conservative recommendation for cooking in the drought is the dry wood cooker. Cut a hand full of victory signs into the lower half of a spent food can and push the steel tongues inside. There you can mix your alphabet soup of wood sticks underneath your hook. Collect they dyed-in-the-wool branches, combine hardwood and bloodwood, use wind protectors and fanning pipe to keep away false alarms. If your fuel is too wet it will only produce clouds of smoke, telling everyone you missed the point when to put fire back on the soil. If something goes wrong you can also use the water to nullify the risk vector, but also to cook the bill.

How to open a can of sunshine in the snowstorm in less than a minute

Take the summer recipe, throw off all evil regimes and corporate imposters following you, collect a load of dry wood equalling the weight you intend to put on your plate as long as you can reach it. Go for dead wood that has been exposed to the force of icy winds carrying away humidity in all directions, in accordance with the capability of living water to go from the solid to the steam condition without making an appearance in the liquid state. A dry wood bag with a laundry bag on top also makes a good cushion for sleeping or getting seated for meditation. In case you have no fireproof surface put the dry wood cooker on a stone.
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